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UCLA-MDTP Workshop Series 
Writing? But This Is Math Class! 

Using Writing to Support the CCSS Math Practices and Improve Student Learning  
In Grades 6 - 12 

Writing in math class supports students in making sense of mathematics and communicating 
their understanding. Writing supports differentiation and full participation and provides the 
teacher with evidence of understanding.  

Workshop participants will explore rich tasks and open-ended prompts that engage students 
in the Common Core math practices, deepen student understanding and make connections 
across math topics and representations.  Participants will learn how to respond to student 
work in a way that moves learning forward.  

The workshop will span five Saturday sessions in the spring of 2016. Each session will build 
upon previous session work.   The sessions are tentatively scheduled for February 6, February 
20, March 12, April 2, April 16 from 9:00 to 12:00. The workshop is free, but UCLA charges $8* 
for parking. 

Sample session agenda: 
• Reflect upon student work and plan next steps for moving learning forward. (You will 

collect student work for analysis at each session.) 
• Explore a problem solving resource and/or general purpose prompt. 
 Explore a classroom feedback strategy. 
 Discuss connections to CCSS math practices and content. 
• Lesson plan. Includes setting goals, developing/selecting a prompt, anticipating and 

responding to thinking. 
Join Fawn Nguyen and our outstanding roster of guest speakers. 

Reserve your space here. (Registration is limited, so sign-up ASAP.) 

Workshop participants will be awarded a certificate of completion. 

Quotes from our workshops… 
• “This was an awesome workshop” 
• “Really enjoyed the hands-on activities and problem solving.” 
• “Very helpful to know how to show “thinking” and different representations. Talk over with 

professionals that care.” 
• “Discussing multiple ways on how to provide feedback and grade has made the incorporation 

of various strategies much easier.  Positive feedback is the key to success!” 
• “Time went by too quickly” 
• “Just wanted to thank you for an enlightening math class.  It definitely added to my arsenal of 

skills in teaching math, and has changed the way I teach math…for the better.   So please keep 
me posted if you do any more classes in the future.  I found this class to be the most valuable 
math class I've ever taken!!” 

• “Thank you so much!!  You have helped me to be excited again about teaching and I 
appreciate that so much :) “ 

Email mdtp@ucla.edu for more information. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1BXeDZo0EtEZcI4_GeeqaBRyYyIA6hVpcBcvKY-Q0Sz8/viewform?usp=send_form
mailto:mdtp@ucla.edu

